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Consultation with LRL Personnel
July 30 through August 3, 1062
R. N. Brodbeck and L. d. Hartzell

C. Richard Grove DATE.:k -,CO3J

The following outlines are day by day activities of the
undersigned at LRL, Livermore the week of July 30 through
August 3, 1962.

July 30, 162 - After a two-hour wait for clearance to
be arranged, we found Delmar Loewe had left for Boston
and that Lee Peck would be tied up for the day with Dr.
Ballman, from Monsanto Chemical Company, Springfield.
We looked over the milling and molding facilities and
made arrangements for the aid of two LRL men the following
morning. We also attended a lecture by Dr. Ballman on the
rheology of thermoplastic materials. Through the effort
of W. E. Cady, we were able to spend considerable time with
Mr. Earl Beck of Sandia Corporation. He is the person who
suggested the use of HB-40 as a plasticizer to degrade
elastomers containing Blackbird filler. He gave a more
detailed explanation of his methods; an alkali in the amount
of about 1/1,000 to 1/10,000 mole per cent by weight added
to HB-40 will catalytically degrade the silicone. He also
gave us detailed directions for the degradation of silicone
using chloroform and gaseous hydrogen chloride. This
procedure precipitates silica, however, and it is probable
that difficulty will be encountered in the separation of
the Blackbird filler.

July 31, 1962 - After a short conversation with Mr. Harris
during which time we briefly discussed the Blackbird problem,
we began the milling of Rattan elastomers. Since we now
have two special elastomer materials, the TDID cured material
will be called Rattan A and the peroxide cured Rattan B.
R. M. Brodbeck demonstrated our 	 technique for Rattan A.
The LRL mill has a minimum speed of 25 feet per minute compared
to our mill speed of only 17.5 feet per minute. We feel the
higher speed is detrimental to the milling procedure and should
be reduced. Furthermore, no smoked sheet was available to clean
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the mill so that neoprene had to be used instead. Finally,
an elastomer containing nackbird filler is being milled on
the same roll mill, thus increasine the chance of contam-
ination. Rattan A was calaudered to the proper thickness
by Lai, personnel and the properly cut pieces laid up in the
die. This die works in the reverse of the die used here at
Mound, that is the punch is on the top instead of the bottom.
Steam was used to heat the press. It was observed that on
equilibrating the punch was approximately 20 °C cooler than
the die body. After curing, the piece was removed from the
mold and although it welded tozether in most spots, the
punch did not bottom and some parts of the layup had become
displaced.

- Two miLlins were performed by R.
Brodbeck, with LaL personnel assistinz, one of Rattan A and
one of Rattan. B. The Rattan A milled normally; the Rattan B
appeared to be slightly overmilled and would not sheet as
well as samples prepared in our laboratory. Rattan A was
s;round throuzh a 1/4" screen in a Cumberland :7;rinder to give
a powder much coarser than that used in Mound experiments.
A search for a finer screen was unsuccessful. To Oct pre-
liminary results, the powder in spite of its non-optimum
particle size, was molded in the die. The powder failed to
flow up to the top of the die and the punch did not bottom.
The bottom of the moldin was 0.140 - 0.7_60 inch instead of
the desired 0.60 inch. The Rattan d milled sheet was passed
first throueh the Cumberland 'rinder then ground in a Warine
blender and screened throueh a 16 mesh screen. This powder
molded even more poorly than the Rattan A powder.

- Pieces were made from the two mill lots
using the 7 - ore method. (Since the proper screen for preparine
powder was not available.) The :; . ores were laid up in a warm
die cavity and preformed. The material flowed quite well,
but blisters were observed in tae preform. inc mold was
closed and brouht up to a pressure of 400 tons and held for
30-45 seconds; the Pressure was then released and built u2
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to 500 tons. The piece :7L-Ls cured 45 minutes at 305 °F under
500 tons. The mold was cooled to about 50 °C and the part
was removed. The large blisters were gone, but many smaller
ones were evident. These blisters may have been due to
overheatinn in the die. The second piece was preformed in
a cold die cavity and the excellent flow properties of the
peroxide cured material were again demonstrated. A very
smooth surface, free of blisters, was obtained and the cavity
was completely filled. The mold was closed and then heated.
The same molding conditions were observed except that cure
time was shorter due to lack of time. This piece was obviously
undercured. A containing ring on the punch positioned towards
the top of the female cavity was removed. This ring is used
to apply pressure on the top surface of the molded piece. This
ring was pulled off due to flash formed behind it in curing
the previous piece.

Aq3ust 3, 1962 - Two mill lots, one Rattan A, the other
Rattan 3 , were prepared by R. m. Brodbeck. These materials
were prepared for inter-laboratory physical testing. One-half
of each batch will, be sent to :ound; the other half will be
tested at Laz.

A short meeting was then held with Hr. L. E. Peck, 'elr. Howard
Big7;s, and hr. Norrnan T3oyer, all of LOW, and a. J. Drodbeck
of 1.:ound Laboratory. The weekb work was discussed quite
freely and objectively. The following recommendations were
T[ade:

1. The mill roll speed should be reduced to at least 17.5
feet per minute.

2. If a molding powder is to be developed, a smaller screen
1/64" mesh should be obtained for the Cumberland grinder.

3 	 All milling should be done by more inti mate blending of
filler into the elastomer.
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A moldin Powder seems to be feasible, but more development
work will be required. In the event production should be
required, the gore system should be used since this could
be developed much more quickly.

5. Better temperature control on the die nunch and body will
be necessary since the peroxide cure is more heat sensitive
than the TDID cure.

Mr. Bins took very extensive notes and his report will be sent
to L. W. llartzel for corrections and comments before final
typing. A very friendly and cordial understanding has been
developed between. the LaL personnel and Mound personnel con-
cerned with Rattan materials.

R. A. Brodbeck spent a few moments with Mr. Del Loewe and
.1ax :arris before leavin. Mr. Loex,e wished to know

whether Liu. Personnel had been cooperative. 'le was assured
that our reception and the cooperation received was most
cordial and helpful. :.1r. Loewe hoes to be at Mound
September and expects to visit the Plastics and Adhesive Croun.

Mr. W. E. Cady was briefed on the current status of the Rattan
pro3ram by L. W. Hartzel and L. E. Peck. Mr. Cady needed this
information for a materials conference to be held soon. Mr.
Cady was also interested in further modification of the present
neoprene Blackbird elastazier. He will, set up a SANL with
Delmer Loewe so that we can receive Blackbird powder for
experimental use. He will also send us under the same SANL
some neoprene eLastomer scrap so that we may attempt recovery
of the special filler. Since no money has been allocated for
this work, this SANL will have no fundin. While working at
Lawrence Radiation Laboratories, we had an opportunity to
observe the operation of the 24 ounce injection press used to
:make special parts. Dr. Salyer of our Dayton Laboratories has
been the consultant on this work. Apparently most of the
eroblems of fabrication and filline of these parts have now
been solved.
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Research Department
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Research Department
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